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DEFINITION 

The word in English is defined primarily in Christian terms as “the preaching or promulgation of the gospel; 
missionary zeal, purpose, or activity.” 

In the Greek scriptures, the root word is “εὐαγγελίζω euangelizō.” This verb is a compound word and 
means to “announce good news.” The noun is “εὐαγγέλιον euangelion” and means “good news,” and 
used technically, “to euangelion” the good news and is often translated “Gospel.” The term 
“evangelist” “εὐαγγελιστής euangelistēs” means one who announces the Good News. Evangelist is 
only used three times and is set apart from other teachers (Ephesians 4:11).  

THE BELIEVERS’ METHOD REGARDING EVANGELISM 

Biblically speaking, the method of evangelism is simple—proclaim the good news. There are some basic 
principles found in the Word of God: 

1. Jude 20-23 – The unbeliever is to be pitied, not hated. 
2. 1 Peter 2:11-12, 3:15 – Keep your behavior excellent so that unbelievers have a reason to ask. 
3. James 2:1 – Do not decide who is worthy of the Gospel; we are all unworthy of the grace of God. 
4. Titus 3:1-5 – How we act and react to the world needs to be in line with the grace of God. 
5. 1 Timothy 2:1-4 – Praying for all men, lead a quiet life because God desires all to be saved. 
6. Colossians 4:2-6 – Pray for opportunity, clarity, and speech with grace. 

Love and compassion are obviously at the heart of the Gospel. Our behavior is to be such that it brings both 
honor and awe to unbelievers as they see our hope in spite of the constant fear and anger in this world. 

This doesn’t mean that we don’t stand for clarity. The emphasis must be on the clarity of the Gospel; it is 
paramount. We have already seen that Paul requests prayer so that he would speak as he ought with clarity. 
We also see elsewhere that false gospels are not to be tolerated. 

1. Galatians 1:6-9 
2. Colossians 2:8 
3. 1 Timothy 1:2-7 
4. 1 Timothy 4:1-2, 6:12 
5. 2 Timothy 4:1-5 

Therefore, we need to stand for the faith, make any needed correction, teach, proclaim truth, and be strong, 
teaching the truth in love. With love and compassion doesn’t mean we accept false teaching; it means that we 
care enough about them to give them what they need but with grace on our lips. 

WORDS MATTER 

The difficulty with the Gospel comes when we emphasize our intent over the content. Christians often excuse 
a false gospel when someone means well in evangelizing. We do not want to seem unjustifiably dogmatic or 
judgmental. However, the message is what needs to be evaluated. 

There are many false gospels in Christendom. Some are obvious; some are more nefarious. False messages 
have success because they sound good. 
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Many who understand the message still use terms and phrases that are sourced in bad theology. It seems to 
be that they excuse bad terminology because of good intentions. Perhaps there are some that use phrases that 
mean something different to their audience than what they are trying to communicate. 

Churchgoers use certain words and phrases because they sound correct and have become a part of common 
church vocabulary. As believers and participants in the Gospel, we need to be as biblically accurate as 
possible in word, explanation, and example. 

The basic message of the Gospel is about Jesus, who He is, what He has done, and (equally as important) 
what He promises. The offer of the Gospel is that all who believe have eternal life and are saved from death 
into life.  

The basic message can be proclaimed in a very short period of time (5-15 minutes). But most often, the 
proclamation of the Gospel, for those who are curious, takes days, weeks, months, and years. Remember the 
goal is not to have them repeat after you, sign a card, or say a prayer. The goal is to have them become 
convinced that the person, activity, and offer of Jesus Christ is true.  

Once the message is fully understood and you have been trained to use the right words, then give it to as 
many people as you’d like. We are free to participate in the work of the Gospel, but, at the very least, we 
should be prepared when the opportunity crosses our paths. 

Words to avoid: 

Repent – Depending on one’s theological skew, repent can be understood to mean “turning away from 
sin,” “feeling sorry for sinning,” or a change of mind (the more accurate understanding). However, in 
most churches, the word repent implies a work or state needed to be made right with God. 

Ask Jesus into your heart – This phrase is based on Revelation 3:20. This passage is not about salvation 
but is written to believers.  

Give your life to Jesus – This phrase implies that in order to be saved, one’s entire life must be changed 
and given to God before being eternally saved. 

Accept Him as Lord and Savior – This phrase again implies that the person seeking salvation has to do 
something such as yielding to Jesus as Lord of their lives, committing their lives to Him, or dedicating 
their lives for service to Jesus. This is not the nature of belief nor is the phrase biblical. 

Place your faith in Jesus (i.e., trust) – The term trust is no longer synonymous with belief. In English, it is 
possible to trust without believing.  

Confess – Many believe that in order to be saved, one must first reconcile his or her sin to God directly, by 
means of reciting a prayer, by contrition, or via a priest’s absolution. This is not sustained biblically. 
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MESSAGE BEFORE METHOD 

The method is not as important as the message. If the message is clear, the method can vary. But there are 
some methods that seem to get the message across more effectively than others. 

Chronological Gospel 

6 C’s – Creation, Corruption, Covenant, Christ, Cross, Culmination 

John 3:16 Diagram 

Hand gesture to explain transference of sin (Substitution Atonement) 

Hiding a dirty dollar in a Bible to explain “In Him” 

Ask Questions / Answer Questions 

CONCLUSION 

The best way to share the Gospel is to first know the Gospel. Methods can be helpful for breaking the ice, but 
remember, it is about our appreciation to God and the love of the one who needs to hear the Gospel. If you 
get the opportunity to share the truth, then share it in a manner in which you ought to speak, that you may 
make it clear, and that your speech is seasoned with salt.  


